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This slim volume, originally intended as a catalog in support of the only museum exhibition ever

devoted solely to these nimble little craft, offers an accessible review of much of what is known

about traditional kayaks. Even though the form has existed with remarkable consistency for at least

2000 years, the skin boats of arctic hunters now constitute an endangered breed; they are resilient

at sea but fragile in storage, so perhaps at most 300 original kayaks, decked-over skin vessels with

cockpits for individual paddlers, have survived in collections worldwide.It is author Zimmerly's intent,

as he tells readers in the new foreword to this reprint to help us learn from them before they are all

gone. Writing from the basis of years of research, he reviews the construction of different kayaks

from various regions of Alaska and Siberia, discussing not only techniques and materials in general

but the special approaches of individual craftsmen. He shows how vessels' design varied in

response to the demands of climate and availability of resources as well as the needs of hunters

using them; he considers associated equipment, from paddles to paddlers clothing. The result is a

succinct but authoritative introduction to the kayaks of Alaska, the Mackenzie River delta, and

Siberia.
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this book is a must have for any kayaker.I found it at the library and was amazed by the amount of

info about traditional kayak design and techniques.I guess it was the accompanying text for an

exhibition by the Alaska Division of State Museums.It was making the rounds in the mid-eighties



and featured kayaks from all around the Arctic circle,such as siberia, greenland, baffin, etc. Too

cool! If youre sick of 60# lugboats and are looking at lighter designs you have to check out this

book.

Only reading this book you would be able to select what kayak you want to built and how it will

perform, also the paddle. Recomended to read, at least to look, before decideing to built your

kayak.SÃ³lo leyendo este libro serÃ¡s capaz de decidir que kayak quieres para ti y como se ve a

comportar en el agua. No necesitarÃ¡s otras instrucciones mÃ¡s que las ilustraciones, asÃ tendrÃ¡

tu espÃritu. Incluye diseÃ±o de la pala apropiada.

Every sea kayaker must have this, A treasure, This must be the tenth copy I have purchased, A gift

to all serious kayaking friends

This is a great piece of work. If you really enjoy kayaks ( even plastic ones) this is a must have .DB
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